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TO: Vancouver Police Board Service and Policy Complaints Review Committee  
 
FROM: Inspector Vince Forsberg - Operations Division, District Four 
 
SUBJECT:  Service or Policy Complaint #2017-121: Alleged Failure of VPD to Address 

Panhandling in the 2600 Block of Granville Street 
 

 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 
THAT, the Vancouver Police Board (VPB) Service or Policy Complaints Review 
Committee dismiss this complaint with reasons, in accordance with Section 171 (1)(d) of 
the Police Act. 
 
SUMMARY:  
 
On May 9 2017, the Office of the Police Complaint Commissioner (OPCC) received a complaint 
regarding a perceived lack of police action in addressing homeless persons (and related 
panhandling) along south Granville Street.  Specifically, the complainant expressed concern that 
problematic parties negatively affect business interests in the 2600 block of Granville Street. 
The OPCC characterized the complainant’s concerns as a Service or Policy Complaint and 
routed the matter to the VPB for consideration.  Analysis of VPD responses to the homeless and 
associated calls for service in this area shows strong commitment on the VPD’s part in 
addressing the complainant’s concerns.  Guidelines and enforcement options are in place to 
allow VPD members to take action as appropriate.  The complainant, upon follow up, has 
expressed satisfaction with VPD efforts.    It is recommended that this complaint be dismissed 
with reasons. 
 
BACKGROUND:  
 
The complainant owns a business in the 2600 block of Granville Street, a major shopping 
location within District 4 with heavy pedestrian traffic. This area is also frequented by 
panhandlers who are perceived to be homeless. 
 
The complainant lodged a similar complaint in 2010: OPCC 2010-5268 & VPB 2010-077SP 
refer.  At that time, the complainant expressed satisfaction with VPD efforts and the VPB 
dismissed the complaint with reasons.  The current complaint is highly reflective of the 
complaint filed in 2010.   
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DISCUSSION:  
 
The area in question    
 
The business is located in the South Granville shopping district, near the intersection of W. 11th 
Ave. The sidewalk at this location, from curb to store front, is 11 feet wide with a parking meter 
and paper box mounted 2 feet from the curb. When panhandlers are present in front of the 
meter/paper box there is still 6 to 7 feet of clear sidewalk for pedestrian movement and the 
panhandler’s positioning does not impede the entrances of any businesses nor their operations. 
 
Data Analysis 
 
Globally, District 4 has received 1,662 calls for service involving Public Disorder in the first four 
months of 2017. These include: Annoying Person(s), Breach of the Peace, Disturbances, Drugs, 
Fights, Panhandlers, Prostitution, SIPP and Unwanted Person(s).  Specifically, in the area of the 
2600 block of Granville Street, there have been 57 Public Disorder calls in this same period. 
Two calls for service have occurred at the complainant’s business but neither of these were 
Public Disorder related. 
 
From January 2012 to May 2017, there have been eight calls for service in total to the 
complainant’s business premise; three of these calls pertain to panhandlers. 
 
Policing Activities in the Area  
 
Significant efforts have been made by the VPD to address disorder in this area. 
 
Beyond the ongoing District 4 patrol deployments, specialized teams are also active in this area. 
The District 4 Neighbourhood Policing Team (NPT) has spent considerable time in the South 
Granville area dealing with the homeless, street persons, panhandling and trespassing issues. 
NPT officers patrol the area daily.  
 
Between 2012 to 2016, there were four to eight ‘regulars’ (street persons) in the South Granville 
area between W. Broadway and W. 16th Ave. In the last six months, only two ‘regulars’, have 
frequented the area between W. 10th Ave and W. 12th Ave. These two ‘regulars’ have been in 
the area for many years and are well known. Over the last several weeks these parties have 
panhandled in the area of the complainant’s business, but as indicated prior, access to and from 
businesses is not impeded and there is no obstructive or aggressive behaviour to speak of. 
 
NPT officers have spoken with several street persons, business owners and property managers 
in an attempt to resolve issues in the area. A few years ago NPT officers spoke with staff at the 
complainant’s business regarding panhandlers in the area and offered their assistance. At that 
time, the Kits Fairview Community Policing Officer left his contact information and that of the 
Community Policing Centre for any follow-up that may be required. In the past 2 years the Kits 
Fairview CPC has not received any calls for assistance from the complainant’s business.  
 
The VPD Homeless Outreach and Supportive Housing Coordinator conducts outreach work with 
the homeless and coordinates with mental health, addiction, housing providers, social 
assistance/welfare, municipal and provincial governments. This officer has personally attended 
the 2600 block Granville St several times. Only once has she come across anyone sitting in the 
block, and at the time they did not have a structure or tent with them. Any parties located are 
offered outreach and housing support, but these offers are generally declined.  Regular 
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panhandlers suggest that they make approximately $1000 per month panhandling at this 
location and are not interested in welfare or other support offered.  
 
On June 7 2017, I attended the 2600 block of Granville and spoke to a regular panhandler who 
was passively sitting near the complainant’s business.  His back was against the parking meter, 
with his head down reading a book while holding a paper cup for change. I introduced myself 
and explained why I had attended the area. I explained what the business owner’s concerns 
were and this party immediately indicated he would vary the locations where he panhandled.   
 
On June 8th and 9th, 2017 additional follow up occurred.  Two ‘regulars’ were located: both 
advised that they would move from this location and vary their panhandling locations in the 
future. 
 
It is notable that on all of the above occasions, no aggressive or obstructive behaviour was 
observed on the part of panhandlers.  
 
Specific Legal Authorities 
 
VPD members have the following legal authorities at their disposal should enforcement 
thresholds be met and deemed appropriate: 
 

1) City of Vancouver, Street & Traffic by-law 2849, Sec. 70A and 71A.  
 

Section 70A, describes obstructive solicitation as continuing to “solicit from or otherwise 
harass a pedestrian.” It also sets out parameters of where it is unlawful to solicit. Section 
71A allows a City representative to ask a party to pack up their tent or structure if the 
panhandler is found to be on City property with a tent or structure. This by-law does not 
permit the police to simply move people along.  

 
2) British Columbia Safe Streets Act 

 
For enforcement under the Safe Streets Act, a panhandler would need to be aggressively 
soliciting or soliciting to a “captive” audience.   
 
3) British Columbia Trespass Act 

 
Enforcement under the Trespass Act is possible for assorted trespass offences; and if 
related parties fail to properly identify themselves. 

 
In relation to the complainant’s concerns, while enforcement options exist, they have generally 
not been appropriate given the lawful and peaceful conduct of parties observed in the area.     
 
Additional Guidelines 
 
In addition to the lawful authorities noted above, front-line Patrol members are guided by 
specific VPD protocols that describe how to manage street homeless on various property types.   
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FOLLOW UP WITH COMPAINANT: 
 
On June 16th, 2017 I contacted the complainant by phone. He indicated the homeless and 
panhandling situation has improved greatly and, for future police assistance, he will call the 
Community Policing Officer directly. The complainant stated twice ‘I really appreciate it’ 
regarding the police response to this situation.  
 
CONCLUSION: 
 
While the complainant initially believed that VPD actions were lacking in response to 
panhandlers and the homeless in the area of south Granville Street, significant efforts have 
been made and will continue. All calls for service from the complainant and his staff have been 
addressed with diligence and contact protocols are in place should further assistance be 
required in the future.   
 
Panhandling is not an offence but becomes an enforceable matter when aggressive 
panhandling occurs, a tent or structure is erected or the panhandler contravenes specific 
sections of the Safe Streets Act or Trespass Act. The panhandler activities associated to this 
complaint do not meet these enforcement thresholds. The panhandlers have declined offers of 
support and assistance with housing needs.   
 
Adequate enforcement tools, direction and protocols are in place to guide VPD members as 
they deal with homeless persons and panhandlers at this location and beyond. 
 
As there are no outstanding service or policy concerns related to this matter, it is recommended 
that the VPB Service or Policy Complaints Review Committee dismiss this complaint with 
reasons, in accordance with Section 171 (1)(d) of the Police Act. 
 

 
Author: Inspector Vince Forsberg Telephone: 604-717-2862 Date: July 4, 2017 

    

Submitting Executive Member: Supt Steve Eely  

  Date: July 4, 2017 

(signature) 


